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Description and Initial Operation

Description

These appliances are 1-quadrant amplifiers that are especially designed for use with permanent magnet
DC-motors. They can be operated with either IxR compensated control or tacho control (see: initial
operation).

The pcb (dimensions 100 x 175 x 70 mm) comprises rectification, filtering, reference voltage source (8,2
V), control electronics and power final stage. The transformer needed for operation can also be deliverd
by us and must be ordered separately. The amplifier is connected via a 31 pin connector conforming to
DIN 41 617.

Function

A set value, supplied by the user from an external potentiometer or control voltage, is compared against
a feedback voltage and the difference is used to regulate the final output voltage to the motor. The
feedback voltage is either the back EMF from the motor compensated for the IxR drop across the motor's
armature (IxR mode) or the voltage from a tachogenerator (tacho mode).

The amplifiers are analogue and so do not produce any of the interference associated with pulse
modulation techniques.

Initial operation

First, put the "mode of operation" link into the position corresponding to the desired mode of operation.
That is: For connetion to a motor-tacho-combination put the link into the "tacho" position or, if the motor
is not equipped with a tacho, put the link into the "IxR" position. Connect the amplifier according to the
following connection diagram. The external potentiometer for the set value should be a 10 kS linear
potentiometer. Make sure that the cables from the transformer and to the motor have a diameter of
approximately 1 square mm. The other cables may be smaller. We recommend that you screen the tacho
cables and prefereably the set value input cables also. Normally you can do without the sensing cables
(connector pins 10 + 11), however, if using extremely long motor cables and using the IxR mode these
connections should be made directly to the motor. Make sure that the polarity is correct!

IxR Mode control

This mode causes a change in the output voltage in proportion to the current consumption of the motor
and thus counteracts any speed drop due to increased load. In order to adjust the amplifier to the motor
used the PCB contains a trimming potentiometer P1, marked "IxR". This should be turned until the motor
starts to "pump". Then turn the trimmer back until the motor again starts to drive regularly and quietly.
With a stroboscope lamp, a better adjustment can be made. Pointing the beam of light at a mark on the
motor shaft adjust the trimmer until the smallest tolerance is achieved for different loads at different
speeds. If you do not want an IxR compensation turn the trimmer to its minimum. Then, the amplifier
operates as a voltage regulator. 

Normally, pins 8 and 9 are not connected.
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Tacho mode control

Any DC voltage tachogenerator with a low ripple which produces an output voltage of 3 - 6 V /1000 rpm
can be connected. Adjustment of the tacho voltage relative to the output voltage is done with trimming
potentiometer P3. It is correct if at no load and for maximum set value voltage the output voltage is
approximately 2 to 4 V below the motor's nominal voltage. When a load is applied the output voltage
increases and should not exceed the nominal voltage at nominal current. If the adjustment range is not
sufficient appropriate additional resistors as voltage dividers can be added in the tacho cable. We
resommend that you use our tachogenerator T505.

Current limitation

The amplifiers have a current limitation that can be adjusted between approximately 0,1 A to the nominal
current. Adjustment is done with trimming potentiometer P2. However, it can also be effected by an
external 10 kS linear potentiometer. In this case the trimming potentiometer, P2, must be removed from
the PCB to avoid parallel wiring (see circuit diagram!).

Temperature limitation

The thermal switch fitted to the heatsink switches off the output when the heatsink temperature rises to
approximately 90°C. After the heatsink temperature has dropped to approximately 80°C the output
automatically switches on again.

External control voltage

If you want to control the output by an external control voltage instead of the set value potentiometer
connect this between pin 1 (0 V of the external control voltage) and pin 3 (input of the controller). A
control voltage range of approximately 8,2 V is sufficient to control the electronics. If the external control
voltage range is higher, adjust it with the help of a resistor voltage divider to the relevant values.

Safety precaution

General information

The servo amplifier must be mounted in a protective case, rack or similar by an experienced technician
in order to comply with VDE safety precautions.

Arrangement of the wiring and earthing

The motor cable should be a 2 core cable. To reduce interference the cable should be screened. Connect
the screen to the amplifier's earth.

If the set value input is driven by an external controller and the set value cable is screened the screen
should only be connected to earth at the controller. If the screen is earthed at both ends the advantages
of the set value differential input are lost and, additionally, interference may arise.
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Wiring diagram: MAST...

Connections

    1 end B set value pot 10 kOhm
    2 start C for control voltage 
    3 slider D or control voltage at pin 3
    4 n.c.
    5 slider B set value pot 10 kOhm
    6 start C for current limitation 
    7 end D instead of P2!
    8 do not connect
    9 do not connect
   10 sense cable- 
   11 sense cable+
   12 tachogenerator -
   13 tachogenerator +
14/15 motor -
16/17 motor +
18/19 ground (i.e. 0 V)20/21
22/23 n.c.
24/25 n.c.
26/27 transformer  secondary28/29 transformer  A
30/31 do not connect

When connecting the electronics follow the VDE-regulations.

The amplifier may not be fitted into a closed case because of the heat generated - make sure that there is enough
ventilation !
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Dimensions: MAST...

Function of potentiometers

P1 = IxR-adjustment
P2 = current limitation
P3 = tacho adjustment
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Circuit diagram: MAST...
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Plan of components: MAST...
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Plan of components: MAST...




